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Flex-a-lite® Introduces Direct-fit Flex-a-Fit® Aluminum Radiators for
’68-’82 Corvettes
●
●
●

These new applications are available with both front and side outlets, accommodating
the full span of small-block and big-block C3 production
Direct-fit from Flex-a-lite means drill-free and cut-free installation
Optional direct-fit transmission cooler kit mounts on the front of the radiator

Las Vegas – Flex-a-lite® is continuing the expansion of its direct-fit Flex-a-fit® aluminum
radiators, now providing a radiator and electric-fan combo for the ’68-’82 Corvettes. The new
radiator and fan combination bolts in without any drilling or cutting, requiring only approximately
four hours for installation.
These new applications makes it easy install a performance cooling radiator and electric fan,
reducing the operating temperature by up to 30 degrees Fahrenheit while freeing up power to
the rear wheels and increasing fuel economy. The new radiator is available with or without a
Flex-a-lite electric fan (part #180) which moves 3,300 cfm of airflow. The electric fan comes
mounted on the radiator from the factory.
For automatic-transmission cars, an optional direct-fit transmission cooler kit mounts a Flex-alite Translife cooler to the front of the new radiator.
Part Numbers:
52180C3
52000C3
52181C3
52001C3
4116C3

Radiator and electric fan - ‘68-‘72 Corvette, side outlet
Radiator only - ‘68-‘72 Corvette, side outlet
Radiator and electric fan - ‘73-‘82 Corvette, side outlet
Radiator only - ‘73-‘82 Corvette, side outlet
Direct-fit transmission cooler kit for C3 Flex-a-Fit radiator

Flex-a-fit radiators are manufactured in the U.S. with a 2-row, 1-inch tube all-aluminum core
hand welded to the side tanks with patented “T” channels to dissipate heat more efficiently.
Radiator mounting brackets are included for direct bolt-in fit to the stock location, and the “T”
Channels provide a more secure attachment for these mounting brackets.
It’s also possible to order the new Flex-a-Fit radiator for Corvettes with custom inlet and outlet
size and locations to accommodate engine swaps. Custom order forms are available at
http://automotive.flex-a-lite.com/pdf_instructions/crossflow_mod_form.pdf.
Please visit www.flex-a-lite.com for more information.
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